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My Notes:

Background

Lesson 1
Figuring Out 

Forensics
Organization and Observation

Dear Students,

I want to begin by thanking you very much for your willingness to help me solve 
the mystery of the missing geocaching trip money. Not only are you great problem 
solvers and observers, according to your instructor, but you’re far away from where 
the crime took place. This makes you the perfect candidates to help get to the 
bottom of this crime. Inside this box I sent, you will find various clues and tools: 
bags of evidence, photographs, supplies for forensic testing, and notes that contain 
both factual scientific information as well as my own personal commentary on what I 
am learning about the crime that took place in my classroom at Markwell Elementary. 

Quickly, before my students arrive, I’d like to share what I learned from the 
website of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, or the FBI, the government agency 
that helps protect our country against crime.  

First, I learned that forensic science is made up of lots of different kinds of 
science. It draws on all the science it can to solve crimes: chemistry, biology, geology 
and other fields. All sorts of forensic scientists—from those who specialize in parts 
of the earth to those who specialize in parts of the human body—help during an 
investigation. They work together as a team, and the information they present must 
be the result of careful observations. Forensic scientists are trained to use special 
tools AND their own five senses to make these observations, which can used in a 
court during a criminal trial.

Second, I learned that forensic scientists must make careful observations of the 
properties of evidence. Properties might be size, color, shape, texture, or how 
something smells or tastes.  All of this information, or data, must be written down 
in some way. Charts, lists, drawings and graphs are some ways to record data. 
Eventually, this data could be presented in court, so it needs to be accurate and 
detailed. 

Let’s start by practicing the observational 
skills you’re going to use to be the best 
forensics investigators you can be. 
You’ll work in teams and record your 
observations carefully, just as real 
forensic scientists do. You’re sure to like 
this first game I planned for you! 

Mr. Mugg
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Lesson 1

Activity 1: What’s in the Bag?

Properties    Bag # _______    Bag # ________ Bag # ________

Shape

Texture

Size

Color

Odor

Sound

Directions: 
1. In pairs, take a paper bag.  Do not open it!  
2. Spread out around the room, so you cannot be seen by any other pairs.
3. One person is the observer and the other is the recorder.  Jobs will switch, so you will each have a 

turn doing both. 
4. Observer puts one hand in the bag, feels the object and describes it to the recorder (in a low voice) 

using properties such as shape and texture.  Taking a guess here at what the object is might be fun!
5. Recorder lists these observations below.  Make sure to record the bag number!
6. Observer removes the object from the bag and continues with observations using sight, smell and 

hearing:  no tasting and be careful smelling.  Magnifiers and rulers are available for use.
7. Return item to paper bag.
8. Switch paper bags with another pair.
9. Switch observer/recorder roles with each other.
10. Repeat steps 4–7.
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Lesson 1

I am sure that you are doing a fantastic job learning about observations and recording data. 
The next activity has to do with describing coins.  It might not be as easy as the previous 
activity, but now you will have a chance to put your observation and data skills to the test. 
Remember, you may use a ruler and magnifier to help you with your observations.

Coin #1 Coin #2 Coin #3

Color
Is it one color, many colors?

Are the outer edges a 
different color than the top 

& bottom?

Texture
How does it feel?
 Smooth, bumpy?

Do the outer edges feel 
different from the top & 

bottom?

Shape
Is it round? 

Does it have angles?

Size
Use the ruler!

Image
Use the magnifier!

Look at the edges, top and 
bottom.

Make a drawing of 
the coin

Directions: 
1. Pick a coin from the cup and observe it carefully.  Feel free to use the magnifiers and rulers.
2. Record your observations below.  Make sure to return the coin when you are done.

Activity 2: Describing Coins!




